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The Great Wall of China

The length of the Great Wall of Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) was 5,500.1 miles (8,851.8 kilometers) from Hushan in Liaoning to Jiayuguan Pass in Gansu on April 18 in 2099. 13,170.69 total miles
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China's Geography
The Yellow River, also known as the Huang River or River of Sorrows, is 3,395 miles long.

The Yangtze River is 3,915 miles long.

The Xi River is 1,216 miles long.
Mandate of Heaven

Shang Di
Main Chinese God

You rule, because I said so.
Dynastic Cycle

Strong Dynasty Establishes Peace

It is considered to have the Mandate of Heaven

In time, the dynasty declines

Power grows weaker.

Old dynasty is seen as having lost the Mandate of Heaven

Rebellion is justified

Dynasty is overthrown through rebellion

New dynasty emerges

New dynasty gains more and restores peace

New dynasty claims to have the Mandate of Heaven